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Calvinistic vs. Non-Calvinistic

1689 London Baptist Confession
Elect infants dying in infancy are regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit; who worketh when, and where, and how he pleases; so also are all elect persons, who are incapable of being outwardly called by the ministry of the Word.
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While no one is saved apart from Christ’s work, God’s salvation is not restricted to only those who hear the specific news about Jesus and consciously put their faith in Him.
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**Inclusivism**

While no one is saved apart from Christ’s work, God’s salvation is not restricted to only those who hear the specific news about Jesus and consciously put their faith in Him.
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Calvinistic vs. Non-Calvinistic
A sinner can only be saved by a conscious, explicit faith in the specific news of Jesus Christ, and God will sovereignly work to ensure that all those who are unconditionally elected before the foundation of the world will hear that specific revelation and be effectually drawn to believe what they hear.
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Calvinistic:
A sinner can only be saved by a conscious, explicit faith in the specific news of Jesus Christ, and God will sovereignly work to ensure that all those who are unconditionally elected before the foundation of the world will hear that specific revelation and be effectually drawn to believe what they hear.

Non-Calvinistic:
Because God not only desires to save sinners who believe in whatever light of revelation they have received, but also desires for them to experience reconciliation with Christ and the indwelling Holy Spirit, He has graciously chosen to bring the full light of Jesus Christ to any one who lives up to the light they have received.